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I. INTRODUCTION 
In his paper on the theory of general partial differential operators [l] 
Hormander proves two results concerning the existence of weak solutions, 
on a domain 9, in Euclidean space to the inhomogeneous equation Ptv = f 
with P a linear partial differential operator and with f E Lz(Q). By a 
weak solution, we mean a function u E L2(52) such that (u, P* V) = (f, V) 
for every v in C” vanishing outside a compact subset of Q, with P* 
denoting the algebraic adjoint of P obtained by integrating by parts. 
The first result concerns linear partial differential operators with’constant 
coefficients : If P is such an operator and $2 is a bounded domain in 
Euclidean k-space, then there always exists a weak solution in L2(Q) 
to Pw = f on J2 for any f in L2(Q). This generalizes to the case where D 
is an infinite strip in Euclidean space. The second result involves operators 
with variabIe coefficients but is of local character: Let P be a linear partial 
differential operator defined in a neighborhood of a sphere 1x1 < R in 
Ek such that the terms of highest order in P* have real, continuously 
differentiable coefficients and such that the lower order terms in P* 
have continuous coefficients, If P is an operator of principal type, 
then there exists an open neighborhood A2 of the origin such that Pu = f, 
for any f E L2(R), always has a weak solution in Ls(O). 
* The material presented in this paper originally constituted a doctoral dissertation 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The author wishes to express his 
sincere appreciation to his advisor, Professor Albert0 P. Calderon, whose assistance 
and encouragement were invaluable to the completion of this paper. This work 
was supported by a research grant from the Office of Naval Research. 
t Now at AVCO Research and Advanced Development Division. 
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In the present paper we shall prove the existence of a weak solution 
to PU = j on an infinite strip in Euclidean space, where P is a linear 
partial differential operator with \:ariable coefficients, the coefficients 
of the principal part of I’ (and therefore of I’*) being real. lI:e shall 
require, however, that the coefficients of the principal part of I-‘* be 
slightly more differentiable, and also that all the characteristics be 
uniformly distinct on the infinite strip. For a general linear partial 
differential operator, because of topological difficulties in our method, 
the case of three independent variables will prove to be exceptional 
unless the order of the operator is < 3. We shall, however, prove the 
same result for elliptic systems of equations without any exceptional case. 
Our approach is based fundamentally on the theory of singular integral 
operators developed by Calderon and Zygmund and on the representation 
of partial differential operators in terms of such operators. 
II. SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS AND THEIR ALGEBRA 
The initial results stated in this section, theorems 1-5, concerning 
singular integral operators are essentially taken from a paper by A. P. 
Calderon and ,4. Zygmund. For the proofs of these basic properties 
which we shall use extensively, we refer the reader to [21. 
Consider the real R-dimensional Euclidean space Ekr complex valued 
functions U(X) on E, and the operator 
Hu = +)u(x) + c h(x, x - z)u(z)dz (1) 
where U(X) is complex, bounded, and Iz(x, z) is complex, homogeneous of 
degree - K with respect to z, that is Iz(x, Ax) = A-k h(x, Z) for ;1 > 0, where 
LZ is the point with coordinates (&, . . . , ;Izk) and z = (zl,. . . , zJ, and Iz(x,z) 
has mean value zero on the sphere S, _ i = (zi jzj = (zr2+. . . + zk2)lj2 = 1) 
for each fixed X. Under mild assumptions the integral in (1) is meaningful 
as a principal value integral for t4(x) square integrable over Ek. 
By C,, 1 < fi < 2 we shall mean the class of bounded complex valued 
functions in C, with bounded first order derivatives satisfying a uniform 
Holder condition of order p - I.. If 0 < p < 1 then C, will stand for 
the class of bounded continuous functions satisfying a uniform Holder 
condition of order ,8. By C,” we shall mean the class of functions depending 
upon two or more arguments which are in C” with respect to the last 
argument and whose derivatives of all orders with respect to coordinates 
of the last argument are in C, with respect to all variables. By L2 we 
shall mean the class of functions on E, which are square integrable and 
L12 will stand for the class of functions in L2 with first derivatives (in 
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the sense of Schwartz) in L2. We shall say that the operator (1) is of 
type C,” if a(~) EC, and h(x, z) E CD” in IzI >, 1. The letter c will stand 
for a constant not necessarily the same in each occurrence. 
THEOREM 1. Let p >, 0 be given. Consider the class of singular integral 
operators H of type C,“. Then Hu is well defined as a principal value 
integral for u E L2 and Hzt is in L". Further, H is a bounded operator 
on L2. There exists a one-to-one linear mapping cr of the class of operators 
of type C,” onto the class of functions F(x, z) x, z E Ek homogeneous of 
degree zero with respect to z and in Cpm in jz] > 1. If H,u is defined as 
in (I), then the symbol of H, o(H) = F(x, z) is defined as the function 
a(~) f &(x, z) with &x, z) denoting the Fourier transform of h(x, z) 
with respect to z, that is &(x, z) = SE, e--y8 h(x, y) dy. Further, if N, is, 
the least upper bound for the absolute value of o(H) and its derivatives 
with respect to coordinates of z up to order 2k evaluated in 1.~1 > 1, then 
jlHll < CNH (2) 
where IlHl] is th e norm of H as an operator on L2 and c is a constant 
depending only on K. 
THEOREM 2. Define the operator il by Ilti = zZ(x)lxl, where ,ti(x) 
denotes the Fourier transform of U(X). If U(X) E L12, then h(x) Ix] belongs 
to L2. Thus n has domain L12, range in L2 and is symmetric. 
THEOREM 3. Let H be a singular integral operator of type C,” with 
1 < p < 2. Let M, denote the least upper bound for the absolute values 
of o(H) = F(x, z), its derivatives with respect to coordinates of x up to 
order 2K, the first order derivatives of these and of I;(%, z) with respect 
to coordinates of x, and the Holder constants of the latter in Jz] > 1, 
Let H* denote the adjoint of H, a.nd let H#, H, OH, be defined by 
a(H#) -i?(H) cr(H,oH2) = u(H,) v(H,). (3) 
Then H# and H, 0 N, are singular integral operators of type C,“. Further, 
if H is of type C,“O and zl E L12, then Hu and H*u are in LIZ, so that the 
operators AH, HA, AH*, H*A are defined on L12. Also if G E Lr2 then 
IIWJ - H4ulj < CMH ljul/, /j(nH* - H*+o < CMH \lull, 
lI4H" -H#)ulJ <CMH 11~11, II(H* - H#)dui\ <cWIII~/\, 
Jl~(H,oH, ---H,H2blI <GMH,MH, II~lip 
II(H,oH, - H, H2)nu]1 GcMH, MH, I),# (4 
where c is a constant depending only on k and the norms are L2 norms. 
Js a linear homogeneous differential operator of homogeneous order m 
with coefficients a,(x) in C,, p 3, 0. If M(X) is in L2 and has derivatives 
of orderless than or equal to m onL”, then A,+% is defined and Au -- HA%, 
where H is a singular integral operator of type Ciim and 
0(~) = itn~d~(~)~~rj~/-“)=i~P~(~, x) . Iz~--~ with x* = ~~~1. . .xkdLk 
(5) 
and P,(x, z) is the characteristic polynomial of A. In particular, if 
u E L12, then 
a24 
zy= iRiAzl = iARi u 
where a(Ri) = xi * Izl-I. If A is the Laplacian then - AU = - AU = A% 
so that A is a square root of the negative of the Laplacian. Conversely 
if u E&~, then 
k k 
inu = CRAM= ,~,“,R~u. 
j=l i j-1 ’ 
(7) 
THEOREM 5. Let & be the algebra of bounded operators onL2generated 
by all singular integral operators H of type C,“, /? > 1 and their adjoints 
H*. Then there exists a homomorphism /z of &’ onto the algebra 9 of all 
functions F(x, 2) in C,” in /z/ > 1 which are homogeneous of degree zero 
with respect to z, such that for every singular integral operator H the 
identities h(H) = o(H), k(H*) = s(H) hold. The kernel of h can be 
characterized as follows: K belongs to the kernel of h or, equivalently, 
Iz(K) = 0, if and only if there exists a positive constant A depending 
upon K such that l/KAzc~~ < A, I/zdl/ for every u E LIZ, or if and only if 
jlAKu)l < AK ijulj for every GE L12. If /i?,(K)1 is bounded away from 
zero then there exists K’ E J&’ with a two sided bounded inverse such 
that h(K’) = h(K). 
We shall call an element in 9 a symbol. We now define the symbol 
of any operator K in &’ to be h(K) and let K#, K,o K,, be defined as the 
singular integral operators in the same equivalence class as K* and K, K, 
respectively, that is o(K#) = h(K*) = ii(K) and o(K,oK,) = /z(K, K2) 
= k(K,)/@&). Since G is an isomorphism from the set of singular integral 
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operators onto .Y’, K# and K,oK, are uniquely defined. For singular 
integral operators K and K,, K,, these definitions coincide with the 
original ones. Since the norm of the adjoint of a bounded operator equals 
that of the operator, and since any element K in &’ is a sum of products 
of singular integral operators and adjoints of singular integral operators, 
it follows immediately from (2) that 
In particular, if 
where Gi is either a singular integral operator or the adjoint of one, then 
(10) 
with NGi as in theorem 1 if Gi is a singular integral operator and NGi 
denoting the corresponding bound for o(Gi*) otherwise. From Theorem 5 
it follows that two operators, K, and K,, in J&’ have the same symbol if 
and only if their difference when multiplied either on the right or on the 
left by n is a bounded operator. All the properties in (4) except the first 
two extend immediately to operators K in d, with MH replaced by AK, a 
constant depending only upon K. We will require some knowledge 
concerning the dependence of AK upon the Gi used in a specific representa- 
tion of K as in (9). Below we show how this constant can be estimated 
in terms of the symbols of Gi. 
We now prove that the first two properties in (4) hold as well. Let 
K be given as in (9); we write 
AG, . ..Gj-Gl...GtA=AG1...G~-GG,AG,...G1+GIAG,...Gl- .a. 
+G,. . . GI_~IIG~ -G,. . .GJ 
= (AG, - G,A)G,. . .Gt +G,(AG, - G,A) G,. . .Gl 
+ . . . +G,. . .GJ-~(AGE - GIA) 
so that since each Gi is either a singular integral operator or the adjoint 
of one, we have from (2) and (4) 
the Mci being as in Theorem 3 if Gi is a singular integral operator, and the 
corresponding bound for a(G,*) otherwise. Since K is a sum of terms 
each of which is of the form C;,) _ . .GIj, we have 
with a similar inequality when K* replaces K. 
When given a specific representation of K in as in (9) we shall need 
an estimate for the constant AK which appears instead of MH in the 
Iast four properties in (4), in terms of Mci. Thus let K be represented 
as in (9) and consider the product G,. . .G, with each G, a singular integral 
operator or the adjoint of one. For n = 2 it follows immediately from 
the fifth property in (4) that if G, and G, are both singular integral 
operators then 1 JLI(G, G, - G, “G&J / < cMc, MG, / 1~) / for all u E L12. 
If one of the operators is the adjoint of a singular integral operator, 
say G, = Hz*, then G, oG, = G, oH,f and 
A(G, G, - G,oG,) = A(G, Hz* - G, H,#) + A(G, H,# - G,oH,#) 
= G,A(H,* - H,#) + (AG, - GJ)(H,* - H,#) + A(G, H,#e- G,oH,#) 
so that from (2) and (a), we have again 
jIA(G,G, - G,oG,)uII < cM~, MG1 /lu/l for all ME L12 
with Mci as before. A similar argument holds when G, and G, are both 
adjoints of singular integral operators. 
Now assume that 
i/A(G,. . -G, - G,“. . .‘G,J/I < cMG,. . .MGn. (12) 
Then 
A(G,. . .G,+, - G,o.. . oG,l+l) =A(GG.. .G,,)G,,+l --n(G,o.. . G,)G,,~I + 
A(G,o.. .oG,JG,+~-A(G~o.. .oG~)oG,+~=A(G,. . A,-Gp.. .oG,)G,+l+ 
A(G,o . . . oG,,)G,,-~ - A(G,o . . . oG,) oGnsl. 
Thus by the induction assumption (12) we have 
/l4G~ - * G,,, 7 G,o . ., oG,+~)lj <c(MG,. . .&,,+1 + MG~%.%-,&~+~). 
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Since MG,o . , , oG,, < cMc, . , . MGn by thedefinition of MGi, (12) is established 
by induction for all n, and an identical argument gives the same result 
for multiplication by A on the right. Given K,, K, each represented 
as in (9)) then K, K, is a sum of products of the form above with K, 0 K, 
the corresponding sum of pseudoproducts under the circle operation 
so that 
To obtain the remaining estimates we need merely observe that 
(G,. . .G,)* - (G,, . .G,$ = G,*. . .G,* - G,#o.. .oG1# 
so that from (12) we have for K given as in (9) 
lI(K* - K#)Al[ < c 2 MG. . . .MG. $1 t.’ I 
If h(K) is real then 
K - K# = 2 Gi, a - .Gii - (Gil. . .Gi.J# = 2 Gi, . . 1 Gij - (Gil c 
i,. .i. 
i= 1. .‘.n 
“n+. . . 0 Gi. is a singular integral operator and since I 
. oG$#. 
=o ). 7Gi,o.. * oGi. 1 
this implies that Gi,o . . . oGjj = (G,,o . , . 
used in (12) we have 
oG$# so that from the argument 
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(15) 
provided that Iz(K) . is real. This completes the estimates which we will 
require. 
Now let V(X) be a vector function each of whose components 
VI(X) * * . V,(X) is a complex valued function in L2(Ek). We then say 
v(x) E L2(Ek). Let ZI, w be in L2 and define (u, ZU) = ZrX1 v~(x)~z~(x), 
[v, ~1 = JE#, ~4 ax. (F or m = 1 this is the ordinary inner product of 
two functions in L2). Define Av to be the vector with components 
nv,, . * .) AU, i.e. A is a “scalar” operator. Then R has domain L12, 
and range in L 2. We now consider matrices of operators in J&’ and we 
call the set of all such matrices A. Let X be in A, X = (Kii) with 
each K, in d. We define the symbol of X to be the matrix each of whose 
entries is the symbol of the corresponding entry in 9, that is [F,(X)]ij 
= h(Kii). Call the set of symbol matrices 7. X*, the adjoint of X 
under the vector inner product, is X* = (&*). Define X# to be the 
matrix of singular integral operators K$ ; then [b(Xf)lii = &(Kii) 
= h(KjT). Given X,, ~6~ in A define X, o-X, to be the matrix of 
singular integral operators having the same symbol in 9 as Xi X2, 
that is [o(%i~X~)]~~ = k[X, X2)ii]. It is now clear that for any 
TEA?, Z is a bounded operator from L2 to L2; also if ,uEL,~ (u, a vector) 
then Xzl is in Li2 so that XA, AX, %*A, A&‘“* are defined on Li2. 
It follows from the resuIts proved above for elements in ATJ that each of 
the properties in (2) and (4) hold once more for X EJZ with MH replaced 
bYA$“J a constant depending upon the operator matrix X and the norm 
understood to be the matrix norm. 
Further let 2 = Hii be any matrix whose entries are singular integral 
opera&-s or adjoints of singular integral operators; then by Schwartz 
inequality 
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with NHii as before. Now let X E A be given by 
with each gi either a matrix of singular integral operators or the adjoint 
of such a matrix. Then it is easily verified, the proofs being as in the 
scalar case, that the following properties, the analogues of (lo), (1 l), 
(13) and (14), hold: 
for all u E L12, where Ng, -  ZJ,, NGik and M3. = 21, ,+ Mgi with 
3i = (Gik). If the symbol of’ X is hermitian, that fs, if h(&) 2 @I$,) 
= [rr(X#)]ii so that k(X) = @?#) then as in (15), we have 
(L!)) 
Finally we note that for matrices X’,, .X‘, in &!, in general X1 “x’, 
# -X,0X, since k(%,) and k(X,) do not necessarily commute. If, 
however, A(X,)h(X,) = h(X,)h(.X,) then .X, “X2 - X2 02’“~. 
III. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We shall consider singular integral operators depending upon a 
parameter t, and functions U, depending upon a parameter 2, with values 
in L2. We shall say such a function is continuous if lIti(t) - ti(tJJ/ tends 
to zero as t + to for all t,,. We shall say that u(t) is differentiable if there 
exists a function dujdt = u’(t) = v(t) such that Jj(~(t) -,u(t,))/(t-i,,) - v(t,)jl 
tends to zero as t --f to. Similar statements will be understood for vector 
functions, 
We remark that when the singular integral operators G in Section II 
depend upon a parameter t, the bounds, M, and NG will also depend 
upon t. If the symbols of the singular integral operators involved in the in- 
equalities in Section II are uniformly bounded in t for all (x, z), together 
with their derivatives up to order 2% with respect to coordinates of z, 
the first order derivatives of these and of the symbols with respect to 
coordinates of x and the Holder constants of the latter, then the 
corresponding bounds for the norms will be constants independent of t. 
In particular this will be true if the symbols a(G) (t, X, z) are in C,“, fi > 1, 
in Ix! > 1 as a function of all their variables, t included. 
In what follows, let yl,(t) = e@; we shall often omit writing the 
subscripts of p explicitly. 
LEMMA 1. Let u(t) a < t <- b be any continuously differentiable 
function vanishing at t = a and t = b with values in Lr2 and such that 
Au(t) is continuous. Let P(t) and Q(t) b e singular integral operators 
such that o(P) = F,(j, x, z) and a(Q) = F2(t, X, z) are real and in C,” 
in jzj 3 1 with j? > 1. Assume that lF,(t, x, z)I > E > 0 or else vanishes 
identically. Then 
0 h 
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where c(Z, ti) is a positive constant depending only upon I and it and 
where c(Z, ti) can be made arbitrarily large by choosing I and n to be 
sufficiently large. 
PROOF. Assume first that IFl(t, x, z) / > E > 0. By Theorem 5 there 
exists an operator P, contained in & with a two sided inverse such that 
h(P,) = o(P) = F,(i, x,2). Referring to [2], pp. 921-922, we observe 
that P, is given as a product of singular integral operators, the symbol 
of each operator being in C,“, p > 1, in lz\ 2 1, (with respect to the t 
variable as well). Hence, by (10) and the remark at the beginning of 
this section, / ~ P, / 1 is uniformly bounded in t. Writing P = P, $ (P - P,) 
we have 
u’ + (P + iQ)ilzc = U’ + (P, + iQ)n~ + (P - P,)nu where from (13) 
Pl) 
w - plM~ll G 44 (22) 
with c independent of t and of U. Let 
p &3+fw* P A -flnp,* 
1 2 + -! -r--- = p, + p,. (23) 
Since the symbol of P, is real, from (11) and (15), we have 
IlW G WI 
with c independent of t and of N. Therefore 
u'+(P+Z'Q)Au=~l'+P,~+iQil~fB~u 
with 
IlW 44 
and c is independent of t and of U. 
We have 
P4) 
(25) 
(26) 
q(u’+ P,u + iQAu] = [(p)‘+ iQ@] + [P,tpu - p'u]. 
Squaring, we obtain 
Now we integrate between u and b and estimate the last eight integrals 
pair-wise. First we have 
[(fp)‘, p” u] + (p’ 24, (pb)‘] = dqP (Iuj 12 t p,@( id, uj + 124, u’]). 
Since u(a) = ~(0) =: 0 an integration by parts gives 
IJ b b * = 2p1’2/l~j12dt- (pp”+ p’2)/Iu//2dt = (~1’~- q.q”)1/ulj2dt. ! s I C‘ a CC 
Consequently 
Next we estimate j’i ([(PLY)‘, P,pu] + [Y,g?zt, (~?zt)‘]) dt. First given 
any singular integral operator H(t) with symbol h(t, x, z) in CD”, p > 1, 
in /z/ > 1, define H’(t) by a(H’(t)) = a/at (@J(t)). Noting once again 
that P, has been constructed as a product of singular integral operators 
in C,“, /I > 1 in 121 3 1 it follows from (10) that there exists an operator 
P,‘(t) in LZ~ (given in terms of the derivative of the product which is equal 
to PI(t)) such that /j(Pr(t + s) - P,(t))/s - P,‘(f)/1 ---, 0 as s --f 0, that 
is P,(t) is uniformly differentiable. Since the norm of a bounded operator 
equals that of its adjoint, it follows by taking adjoints in the difference 
quotients that PI*(l) is uniformly differentiable and [PI*(t)]’ = [P,‘(t)]*. 
Thus, if ZI = pu, P, ‘u is differentiable and (PI v)’ = P,’ v + P, ‘u’ with 
a corresponding statement holding for PI*. Since z’ is in L12, P,* ZJ is 
in L12 and API* ZI is defined. Since Av = p)ilu is continuous, by 
assumption, writing w for P* z’, we have 
=I 
w(t + s) - w(t) v(t + s) - v(t) 
) Av(t + s) + Aw(t), --m--y-- 
1 I 
~~ 
s 1 
and as s tends to zero the right side tends to [WI’, nv] + [Aw, ~‘1, which 
implies that [Aw, II] is differentiable and its derivative is the expression 
above. Similarly [v, Aw] is differentiable and its derivative is [AU, w’] + 
[v’, ha]. Thus 
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We now have 
so that since ~(a) = ti(b) = 0 
n 
Now next we consider 
a 
(29) 
Since the symbols of P, and of Q are real o(P,#)o(Q) = @P&(Q) 
= k(P&(Q) = h(P,)ii(Q) = h(P,)a(Q#) which implies that P1# 0Q = Q# 0 P, 
so that A(Pl#Q -Q# PI) =A(P,#Q - P,#oQ) +A(Q#oPl -Q# PI) 
and by (13) each of these is a bounded operator. 
A(P1* - Pl#) and A(Q* - Q#) 
Since from (14) 
are bounded operators we have 
where B, is a bounded operator. Note that the left side of (31) anal 
therefore the right side are purely imaginary quantities. 
\S:e also ha\re 
[Q/&p, LIP,” vu] - l,A&* p, Qz4p 1 = @&u, I’,* Aryuj --- 
[PI* Aqu, Q&m] -j- [Q.&m, (AI’,” -~- Y,” il)p~ -’ 
WV - PI* 14@, Q&u1 
= [A(P,Q - (Ply)*) Rgm, quj -- 2i+Im[(P,iZ -API)QA~ti, puj. 
Since the symbols of P, and Q are real, by (15) A((P, Q) - (PI Q)*) is 
a bounded operator, and by (11) P, A - AP, is also bounded. Therefore, 
noting that the first term on the right is purely imaginary, 
[Q~p,~Pr*~~l - W,*p,Q&4= [B,&wy4 (32) 
with B, a bounded operator and the inner product on the right an 
imaginary quantity. Substituting (31) and (32) into (30) we obtain 
[QA~u, P,~u] - [P2 y~,Q&u] == - [A~u, B,pj 
with B, bounded and the inner product on the right imaginary, so that 
Finally 
[QAp, $4 - [p'~Q-&4 = [p)+, MQ* - QJW 
and since the symbol of Q is real, by (11) and (15) AQ* -- Qrl is a bounded 
operator which implies 
with c independent of 1 and of u. 
Integrating (27) and using the estimates (28), (B), (33) and (34), we find 
that 
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with B, = - PI’* + B,, a bounded operator. 
Let P, q~u - v’ zc = 6. Then 
Sinceh(P,) isrealitfollows from (11) and (15) that --BB,= (API* - PIA)/ 
is bounded and therefore P, Aqiu = 6 + y’ u + B, p. Now PI(t) is 
an invertible operator and PI-l(t) is uniformly bounded in norm (with 
respect to t as well). This is easily verified by referring to [2] and observing 
that there is only one factor of PI(i) whose symbol depends upon both 
(t, x) and z. This factor is close to the identity in norm so that its inverse 
is given by a uniformly convergent power series in the factor itself. By 
the remark at the beginning of this section applied to this factor, it 
follows that its inverse is uniformly bounded in norm; for the other 
factors this is immediate. Therefore, Apu = PI-l 6 + PI-l 91’ u + 
PI-l B, VU, and 
b b b b 
I 
(ld]l2dt+ Re [rlq~,B~q~]dt= (j6jj2dt+ Re [P,-lS,B,p]dt+ 
i 5 5 a a a a 
b b 
Re 
i 
[PI-l cp’u, B, p] dt + Re 
5 
[PI-l B, p, B, tpuj d2 
a 
b 
= /16+ P,-Lg?ul12dt- 
5 
b~lPl~~*B,~u~l~ 
I 
4 -ddt+ 
a a 
0 b 
Re 
j 
[PI-l v’ u, B,plu] dt + Re 
i 
[PI-l B, pu, B, gm] dt 
a a 
b b 
3 -c Ip)pl’I jlul12dt- c cp2 Ijujj2dt. 
s 5 
(36) 
a a 
Substituting (36) in (35) we obtain 
with c a constant independent of t andof zb for all u such that u(a) = u(h) = 0. 
Now it is easily verified that for p = ezent 
(&’ - $2 - c(Iyy’~ + y2) = [(W - ch)e”~ - c]y? (37) 
By choosing n > 2c so that n2 - cn is positive and then for this value 
of n by choosing E so that 2 > (c/(n2 - GE)) e-Iza it is clear that the ex- 
pression in brackets in (37) can be made positive for all a < t < 6. Further, 
this positive constant c(Z, n) becomes arbitrarily large as I, n -+ 60, if 
a > 0. Thus we now have 
From (25) and (26) 
b 
3 y2 Itu’ + P,u + iQAzcl12dt 
b 
@ 11~’ + P, 24 + iQhl12 dt 
(c 
b 
a 
and it is clear that by choosing 2 and n sufficiently large 
b b 
i 
y2 11~’ + (P + ;Q)Aull" Qt 2 c&n) 
c 
y2 ((uu/12 dt (39) 
a a 
with c(Z, 1~) not the same constant as before but where ~(2, n) -+ 00 as 
I, w + 60. (39) is t rue for all u such that ~(a) = u(b) = 0. This proves 
the lemma if la(P) 1 > 8 > 0. 
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In case g(P) and, therefore, P vanishes identically, then it is not 
necessary to introduce Pi and P, and in place of (35) we have 
To achieve our result we need merely ascertain that (kz2 - cEn)@ can 
be made positive for a < t < b. This is easily seen to be true and thereby 
completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let u(t) a < t < b be any continuously differentiable 
function with values in L2 such that w(a) = u(b) = 0. Then 
with c independent of t and of u for all u such that u(a) = u(b) = 0. 
PROOF. Let P = Q = 0 in (271, integrate and use (28) to obtain 
Since (TV” - p’“) > 0 the first inequality foIIows, The second in- 
equality follows since vF2 > Z2 n2 e2*’ q2 for a < t < b so that for 
1 3 1, n > I, v12 2 e2’ v2 for all I, n if a > 0. (Clearly a > 0 can be 
accomplished by translating in t before integrating, and this affects 
none of the previous arguments). 
IV. EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION TO A LINEAR INHOMOGENEOUS EQUATION 
THEOREM 6. Let L be a linear partial differential operator of order m, 
which acts on functions u in k + 1 independent variables with k # 2 
or such that m ,< 3, of the form 
Let a&, x) be real and- in C,, p > 1, for a < t 6 b x E Ek, and let b,(t, x) 
be measurable and bounded. Assume that the characteristics of L are 
uniformly distinct, that is, bounded awav from each other on the infinite 
strip a < t < h. Then 
for all u in C” with compact support contained in a 6 t < 0, for some 
43, no. 
PRooF. Given any function u E C” with compact support contained 
in a < t < b, we write Lu in the form 
(43) 
where Aj is a linear differential operator of homogeneous order i involving 
differentiation only with respect to x1. . . xk and Bu is linear homogeneous 
and of order < m - 1. 
We regard z.~(t, X) in (41) as a function u(t) with values in L2(E,). 
Since u(t, x) has continuous derivatives of all orders and vanishes for x 
outside a fixed bounded set and since ti and all its derivatives vanish at 
t = a and t = b, the functions 
di-1u 
q(t) = (in)m - i dti-’ j= l...m 
are continuously differentiable, the.AzJi are continuous and ~~(a) = z+(b) = 0. 
We now represent each A, in singular integral form according to theorem 4. 
Let Aj = Hi( h w ere the Hi are singular integral operators and where 
cJ(Hj) = qt, x, 2) * 121-i with Pi(t, ?G, z) the characteristic polynomial 
of Aj. It is easily verified that 
dq 
dt 
i/Iv,, 1 = 0 i= l...m- 1. (45) 
Substituting in (41) we now find that Lu is expressible as 
(46) 
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together with the equations in (45). We write v(i) for the vector with 
components z+(t). . .v,(t) and let g(t) equal the vector (0, . . -0, Bu). 
Consider the operator 9 given by 
2i?v = v’ + ~(t)iAv (47) 
where A?(t) is the matrix of singular integral operators with entries 
Xii = - I for j = i + 1, Xmj = H, -i+l, and all other entries 0. 
Lu now corresponds to 2% + g in the sense that because of (44) and 
(45) llLzc]l (in th e scalar norm) is equal to IIJ?zI + gl/ (in the vector norm). 
Hence we have associated with the operator L acting on scalar functions, 
a matrix operator 9 acting on vectors plus a vector g. We will obtain 
the inequality (41) for ilZ% + glj f rom which it will follow for 1 ILul I. 
First we estimate \\gl I2 in terms of I/vi 12. Since B is a sum of linear 
homogeneous partial differential operators, each of homogeneous order, 
applied to derivatives aiujati, representing each of these operators as 
in Theorem 4 and recalling that by assumption the coefficients of these 
operators are bounded and measurable, we have 
A repeated application of Lemma 2 to the terms in the last sum gives 
which by (44) implies 
the constant c being independent of t and of ~4. 
Consider the symbol matrix o(X) E Y and the characteristic 
polynomial det [A1 + o(X)] of - a(X). It is easily seen that 
det [AI + o(s)] = A” + P,(t, x, z) . Ixj-l Ame1 + 
. . . + c+l(~# x, 4 ’ Izl- m+l *1 + P& x, 2) * jzp 
with Pi@, x, z) the characteristic form of Ai. On 1x1 = 1 this coincides 
with PL the characteristic form of (41). Since it was assumed that the 
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characteristics of P are uniformly distinct the matrix (T(Z) has charac- 
teristic values A,, . . . A, which are uniformly bounded away from each 
other. 
\%:e consider now only the cases R 3 3. Then the set of points 1~1 ;> 1) 
is simply connected and so is the set of points (t, x, x) with t in [a, b; x Ek 
and x E Ek - (0). The monodromy theorem implies the existence of 
single valued continuous functions I,(t, x, z). . . , ,I,(l, X, Z) coinciding 
at each point of [a, bj x Ek x (Ek - (0)) with a characteristic value 
of g(2), because of the distinctness of these values. Since the &(t, X, z) 
are roots of a polynomial with coefficients which are polynomials in the 
entries of o(X), and since these entries are in CD” /? > 1 in /z/ > 1, it 
follows from the implicit function theorem on account of the distinctness 
of the Ai that the ;Zi are in C,“, /I > 1 in 1x1 > 1. Also since the entries 
of o(Z) are homogeneous of degree zero with respect to z the same is 
true for ,I,@, x, z). Thus the ;ii(t, X, z) are symbol functions. Furthermore, 
since the entries of o(X) are real, each Ai is either real or occurs as one 
of a pair of complex conjugates. Since the hi are bounded away from 
each other for all (t, x, z), the imaginary part of any Lj must be bounded 
away from zero, for otherwise Ai would approach 5. Hence the imaginary 
part of a characteristic root function either vanishes identically or is 
bounded away from zero. 
NOW let N,(t, X, z) be the matrix (aij(t, X, z)) with aii = di(t, X, .z)~-’ 
(N, is the Van der Monde matrix of eigenvalues). It is easily verified 
that @??)N, = N, D where D is the diagonal matrix with entries 
- li(t, x, Z) along the main diagonal. We now proceed to show that 
IV-l can be written as a product of matrices each of which is the symbol 
of an invertible operator matrix in A? We will construct this product 
explicitly. 
First let Eii(c) denote the elementary matrix having ones along the 
main diagonal and c(i, X, z), a symbol function, in the ith row and jth 
column with all other entries equal to zero. Given any symbol matrix 
A = (a&, x, z)), the matrix AEij(c) is again a symbol matrix whose 
jth column is equal to c times the ith column of A added to the jth column 
of A and all other entries equal to those of A. Similarly E,Jc)A replaces 
the ith row of A by c times the jth row added to the ith now. E+I r(c) 
= Eii(- c), as is easily verified. Further, if giii is the singular integral 
operator matrix with a(q) = E, then giii is invertible and its inverse 
is the singular integral operator matrix given by o(&$T ‘) = Es7 ‘. 
We will use the elementary matrices Eii to decompose N,, by stages, 
ascertaining at each stage that the entries of the factors of N, are all 
symbol functions. 
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At the first stage we consider the matrix N,l given by 
Ay= E,1(- a:n-I). . .E,,(- al)NIElz(- 1). . .Elln(- 1). 
For simplicity we will denote by (&, A,, . . .&; i) for i > 1, the sum of 
all products of ;I,, . . . , 1, taken i at a time with repetitions allowed, 
and (Jr, . . . , 1,; 0) = 1. It is readily verified that N,l is given explicitly 
as (W),, = 1, 
(Nll)ij = (At-l - A”;-“) = (Aj - lbJ(&, Ai; i - 2) 1 for i 3 2, i b 2, 
and all other entries zero. At the second stage consider the matrix 
N12 given by 
N12 = -J&t2 [- (Al, A,; m - 2)]. . ‘Ed2 [- (A,, A2; 2)] 
We note that because the Ji are assumed to be uniformly bounded away 
from each other, each of the elementary matrices involved is a symbol 
matrix. N12 is given explicitly by 
(N12)11 = 1, (N12),2 = 1, - a,, (N12)ij = (nj - a,) (3Lj - AZ) (A,, I,, aj; i - 3) 
for i 3 3, i > 3, and all other entries equal to zero. Now assume that 
at the vcth stage, 1 < n < m, we have N,” with 
For i > n + 1, i > n + 1, and all other entries equal to zero. Consider 
the matrix Nlrn+’ given by 
E m,nfl C- (&j . . ., a,+~; (m - n - I))]. . . 
- 1 . E n+zn+d- (Jl, * * *A&+1; l)lN," 
(42~2 -W.(kt+2--a> 
1. -.&+I,+ 
(n, - Al) - * * (L - an) 
(R,~l--l)...(il,+1-A,) I (A,+,--a,)...(a,+x * 
We observe that (a,, . . . , ilj; i) is the sum of all monomials of degree i 
in the (forma1) expansion for 
(1 _ al) .: . (1 _ q so that (aI. . , & - 1, as ; i) - (a,, . . . , Aj - 1, Aj; i) 
is the homogeneous polynomial of degree I’ in 
or in 
(1 - a,). . .(I - &)(l - &)(l. -- aj) ’ 
that is 
(49 . * .,aj-1,&;i) - (a,, . . . aj-1, aj; i) = (a, - @(al, . . . ) Aj, as; i - 1). 
Thus N,‘+1 is given explicitly by 
(N,n+1)11 = I, (N,“+l),, = a2 - a,, . . . 
P,” +9 ni-l,n+1= (& 11 -~,)...(~+I-$), 
(N,'" fl)ij = (Aj - al,). . . (2, - &)(Al, . . .A*, Ai; (i - PZ - 1)) - 
with all other entries equal to zero. This is readily verified by calculation. 
By our observation 
(Nln+*);i = (3Lj - I,). . . (;li - 3in)(ili - &+,)(A,, . . ., &+I, ilj; (i - pt - 2)) 
for i > n + 2, i > n + 2. Again all the elementary matrices used are 
symbols because of the uniform distinctness of the Aj. By induction, 
then, (49) is established for all $2, 1 < n < m. 
Thus we have shown that there exist elementary symbol matrices 
E;, , . . , E,, F,. . .F, such that 
E,. . . EpNIF1...Fp=rl (50) 
where Lil is the diagonal matrix given by d,, = 1, A,, = d, - A,, . . .A,, 
= (a, - a,). . *(a, - a,+). 
Hence 
N, = E,-1. _ . El-f L&-1. _ 3-l. 
Letting N = IV,-1 we obtain 
N=F1...FfJl-lE,...Ep 
with 
(W 
1 
(d-1)1, = 1, (A -y22 = jyj, , . + _-. . fO-l)+m = m,, . . f,, - n, - 1) * 
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On account of the assumption of uniform distinctness of the characteristic 
roots, d-l is a symbol matrix. Further since the Ai are bounded, each 
entry along the main diagonal in d-l is bounded away from zero, so 
that from Theorem 5 there exists an invertible operator in J&’ whose sym- 
bol is the corresponding diagonal entry in d-l. Since [3L1. - Ail-l, i f j 
is in C,“, /3 > 1 in (21 >, 1 it f o 11 ows from the construction of this invertible 
operator as a product of differentiable singular integral operators (in [23, 
pages 921-922) and from (lo), that this operator is uniformly differenti- 
able and that its derivative is bounded. Applying the argument preceding 
(36) to the inverse of this operator, it follows that the inverse is uniformly 
bounded in norm with respect to t as well. d-i is a diagonal matrix 
so that we have, a fortiori, the existence of an invertible operator matrix 
4kA,h(u) =d-l, h aving the desired differentiability and invertibility 
properties. For each singular integral operator matrix Qi, Fi with 
a(~?~) = Ei, cr(gJ = Fi the same properties hold true. Let 
N-=&,...q&F,...9p 
Then .,V is in A, JV is an invertible operator matrix, uniformly differen- 
tiable and uniformly bounded in norm together with its derivative and 
inverse. All these statements follow from (18) and the remark at the 
beginning of Section III. This completes our construction. 
Now, since JV is bounded / IJV~VI i < c IIgvj 1, c bein.g independent 
of t and of 11; that is 
Il~vll 2 4J-w F4 
We have 
Jvylv = NV’ + dvA?iAv 
and since JV is uniformly differentiable with a bounded derivative 
MU = (Nu) - JV’ ‘u = (XV)’ + E’ with 1 l~‘jl < c //VI / so that 
Jf9v = (N-v)’ + Jv-2ffiflv + E’. (53) 
Further since cr(S)N, = N, D, we have P/a(S) = DN or if B is the 
singular integral operator matrix given by ~(9) = D we find that 
h(Jv 0 SF) = h(N)h(2q - h(Jv)Qq = Nopf?) = DN 
= o(9)h(M) = k(9)h(dv”) = I@ OJV) 
so that since J o S and L@ o JV are singular integral operator matrices 
with the same symbol JV o S ==I $B I) X. Thus 
Jv#iA = %AJv + 9qJvn - AJV) + (9 ON - %v)L4 + 
(N-X - N 0 sqifl 
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and by (18) the last three terms represent bounded operators. W’e can 
now rewrite (53) as 
</lrL?zJ = (NV)’ + B2l(Jvv) + F’ $- 6” 
with II&“]/ < c lj~j/. S’ ‘mce .N has an inverse bounded in norm uniformly 
in t, /]E’~I < c ]j,,Vvj~ and //c”([ < c~IINv[I, c being independent of t and 
of V. Let 2r 1~ = (NV) + 9M(Jlrv), then 
A’-S?v = 2’,0 + E’ + E” = Y,v + 8”’ with I/P/J < c(/u//. (54) 
We now consider Y1 ‘u. Let wl, . . . w, be the components of the 
vector MU and let P, + iQr, . . . , P, + iQm, be the entries in the main 
diagonal of gi. Each Pi, Qi is a singular integral operator and a(PJ 
= Im &, o(Qi) = - Re R;. Thus, a(PJ is either bounded away from 
zero or vanishes identically. Applying Lemma 1 to each of the components 
of NV, we have 
By choosing 1 and n sufficiently large and summing over all i, 1 < i < m, 
we obtain 
h h 
Since by (54) 
by choosing 1 and n sufficiently large it follows from (52) and (54) that 
h b b 
with c(Z, n) not the same constant as before but still independent of 
v and t. The last inequality in (55) follows since M-1 is bounded uniformly 
in t. 
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Now from (48) it follows once again using the inequality 
and (55) that 
b 
5 
a 
b 
s 
a 
(56) 
with ~(1, n) different from above but independent of t and V. Choose I, 
and x0 sufficiently large for (56) to hold. The vector norm of 9~ + g 
is equal to the scalar norm of Lu so that (42) is established if h > 3 
with c = c(&, n,) when we recall the definition of uj in (44). 
In order to complete the proof for the cases k = 1, k = 2 it is necessary 
to construct single valued functions &(t, X, z) i = 1. . , m, coinciding 
at each point with a characteristic values of a(X). In case k = 1 this is 
always possible ; if k = 2 this cannot be done, in general. However, 
when there exist at most two complex characteristic values of &#‘) 
at each point (t, x, z), IzI > 0, this can be done. In particular this will 
be so when wz < 3 because the entries of ~(2) are real. For the explicit 
construction we refer the reader to 131, pages 30-31. This concludes the 
proof of the Theorem 6. 
COROLLARY. Let L be as in Theorem 6. Then 
for all u E C” with compact support contained in u < t < b. 
PROOF. Since in particular from (42), we have 
b 
f 
b 
f 
(57) 
an application of Lemma 2 (WZ - 1) times gives (57) with a different 
constant c. 
THEOREM 7. Let L be as in Theorem 6. Then 
(574 
for all u E C” with compact support contained in u < t < 0. Let I’ be 
a linear partial differential operator such that P*, the algebraic adjoint 
of P, satisfies the conditions for L in Theorem 6, and let f be any function 
in L2 on a < f < h. Then Pu = f always has a weak solution u E L* 
on a,<t<b. 
PROOF. 
With ~?~,,,(t) = c~o~“‘~ we have 
Substituting in (57) this proves (57a). That the second statement in 
Theorem 7 follows from the first is well known. For a proof we refer 
the reader to [l], Lemma 1.7. 
V. EXISTENCE IN THE CASE OF AN ELLIPTIC SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
INHOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS 
Assume that we are given Y linear partial differential operators 
L,, - * . L,, which operate on r functions Us, , . . ur, each depending upon 
K + 1 independent variables. We regard the zq as the components of 
a single vector function u and the system of operators as a single operator 
on zc with I x Y matrices as coefficients. We assume that the (matrix) 
operator can be put into the form 
a,(4 @a u + 2 ~7 b,D, (58) 
\a] = m /al&m-I 
a#(m,O,.. .,O) 
for a 6 t < b, with the a, and 6, representing Y x Y matrices. In particular 
this will be possible if the system of operators is uniformly elliptic on 
IZ < t < b. We assume again that a&,x) are real and in C,, ,B > 1 (the t 
variable included) and that the b, are measurable and bounded. As 
before, rewrite (58) as 
(59) 
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the Aj being linear partial differential operators of homogeneous order 
involving only differentiations with respect to x1, . . . xk but with coeffi- 
cients which are r x Y matrices, and Bu linear homogeneous of order 
less than m with r x Y matrices as coefficients. We again regard zl(t, X) 
as a (vector) function u(t) with (vector) values in L2(Ek) and we consider 
those vector functions in C” having compact support contained in 
a < t < b. W’e proceed as in the beginning of Section IV; the z’, in (44) 
will be Y vectors and v(t) in (47) an WZY vector with 9 operating on this 
vector. Lu again corresponds to 9~ f g. The matrix %(t) in (47) will 
become an m x m matrix with Y x Y matrices as entries and we consider 
it as an my >: ~MZY matrix. The characteristic polynomial of ~~ u(X) 
will coincide on 121 = 1 with the characteristic form of the system. W’e 
assume, as before, that the characteristics of L are uniformly distinct 
on a<t<b. 
In the case of a single operator it was possible to exhibit a diagonalizing 
similarity matrix N, for o(X), and then by making use of the special 
form of N,, to construct an invertible operator matrix J1’ in A having 
N = Ni-l as its symbol. For a system of operators, however, the matrix 
N, does not have the same specialized form as for a single operator. 
We are forced to use other techniques which require the assumption 
that L be an elliptic operator. Under this assumption it will be seen that 
the exceptional case K = 2 is eliminated. In what follows we assume 
L to be elliptic. We will require two lemmas concerning function matrices 
in 7 and operator matrices in A which we now proceed to prove. 
LEMMA 3. Let H(t, X, z) be a symbol matrix and let the characteristic 
values of H be uniformly distinct for all (t, X, z), a < t < b, jz] > 0. Then 
there exist positive hermitian symbol matrices R and R-r such that 
HR = RN where N is a normal symbol matrix. 
PROOF. Since the characteristic values of H are distinct for each 
fixed (t, x, z) there exists a matrix S(t, x, z) such that 
S--1(& x, z)H(t, x, z)S(t, x, z) = D(t, x, z) (60) 
with D a diagonal matrix whose entries along the main diagonal are the 
eigenvalues of Ii, which we denote again by ilj. We now show that S is 
locally a symbol matrix. From the distinctness of the characteristic 
values, and from the fact that these values are roots of a polynomial 
whose coefficients are polynomials in the elements of H, it follows by 
using the implicit function theorem, that in a sufficiently small neigh- 
borhood of each point, characteristic root functions are defined and 
have the same smoothness properties as the elements of H. We observe 
that HS = SD pointwise, together with the assumption that the char- 
acteristic roots are distinct, imply that 5‘ can be constructed locall>, 
with the same smoothness properties on H. For, the columns of S are 
eigenvectors of H and each column is determined up to a scalar factor. 
Let us assume that this factor has length one. Point&e, the kth column 
of S can be taken to be the cofactors of a row of H -- & I. Since the 
& are distinct, the cofactors of every row cannot all vanish at each point, 
and by continuity this is true for neighborhood of each point. Thus 
S has been constructed locally with the same smoothness properties as H. 
Because of the normalization assumption the matrix S is uniquely 
determined (locally) up to a permutation of columns and multiplications 
of each column by a scalar factor of length one, that is, up to multiplication 
on the right by a unitary matrix. Thus, let S,(t, ?c, z) and S,(t, x, z) be 
two similarity matrices; then S, = S, V where V is unitary. Now any 
invertible matrix S can be written uniquely in the form (see [4], page 286) 
S=RU (61) 
where K is the positive hermitian matrix given by (SS*)ll’ and U is 
a unitary matrix. Writing S, and S, in the form (61), we observe that 
S, = S, V implies that R, = (S, Sz*)1!2 = (S, VV* S1*)li2 = (S, S1*)1/2 = K, 
Hence RI@, x, z) = R&t, x, x) = K(t, x, z) is well defined for all (i, x, z). 
Since S, and S,* are locally symbol matrices it follows that (S, S1*) is. 
S, is invertible so that (S, S,*), and therefore (S, SI*)“’ (see [4j page 
d65), is strictly positive at each (t, x, z). To show that R is a symbol 
matrix we need only show that the square root of a positive hermitian 
(local) symbol matrix is again a (local) symbol matrix. Since we have 
shown that R is well defined globally this will prove that R is a symbol 
matrix. 
For this purpose let X2 = il where A is positive hermitian symbol 
matrix ; then (see 141, page 265) X is well defined and is again positive 
hermitian. To show that X has the same smoothness properties as A 
it is sufficient to show that dX can be solved for in terms of dA, dX and 
dA being matrices each of whose entries is the differential of the cor- 
responding entry in X and A, respectively. An application of the implicit 
function theorem then proves the result. We have 
d(X2) = X(dX) + (dX)X = dA. (62) 
Since X is hermitian there exists a (unitary) matrix U such that 
uxu-1 = D 
pointwise. Thus from (69, we obtain 
UXU-l U(dX) U-l $- U(dX) U-l UX U-l 
x ~U(dx)Ui-1 -t U(dX)U-W = U(LL~)U-~. 
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Letting U(dX) U-l = B and U(dA)U-1 = C, we have 
DB+BD=C 
or by components (dii + dij)b,i = Cii. Because of the positivity of X 
it follows that dii + dji # 0 so that b,, can be solved for interms of Cij. 
Since (dx) = U-l BU and C = U(dA)U-l, dX can be solved for in terms of 
dA, and we have the desired result. 
We have now shown that for all S in (60), there is an X given in (61) 
which is uniquely defined for all (t, x, z) and that R is a symbol matrix. 
In order to prove that R-l is a symbol matrix we must now show 
that ldet R(t, x, z) j is bounded away from zero. The result will follow 
because any element of R-l is a sum of products of elements of R divided 
by det R, and the quotient of two symbol functions is again a symbol 
function provided the demoninator is bounded away from zero. From 
the fact that the Ai are roots of a polynomial whose coefficients are 
polynomials in the entries of H, it follows from the implicit function 
theorem, that whenever the Rj are distinct, they are continuous functions 
of the entries of H. Thus, by our construction, the elements of S are 
continuous functions of the elements of E!, and finally, again by the 
implicit function theorem, the elements of R are continuous functions 
of the elements of H. Hence det R is a continuous function of the elements 
of H, as long as the #$ remain distinct. We now consider the closure 
of the range of the set of matrices H(t, x, z). Since the elements of W 
are symbols, in particular they are bounded, so that range H(t, ?G, Z) 
is a compact set. The discriminant of the characteristic polynomial of 
H, l&+j (a; - ap is a polynomial in the entries of H. The discriminant 
is bounded away from zero on range H(t, x, z), by assumption, and as we 
pass to the closure, the polynomial, and therefore the discriminant, 
remain bounded away from zero. Thus the characteristic values are 
distinct on range H(t, x, z). If we apply the previous arguments to 
range H(t, x, z) we see that det R is now a continuous function defined 
on a compact set. Det R is pointwise different from zero and therefore 
ldet RI is bounded away from zero on the compact set, and in particular 
on range H(t, x, z). This implies that R-l is defined and is a positive, 
hermitian symbol because R is bounded. From (60) and (61), we now 
have 
R-l HR = UDU-1 = N. 
Since R-l HR is a symbol matrix so is N. Moreover, since N = UDU-1 
with D diagonal it follows readily that N is a normal matrix. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let H(f, Y, z) be a hermitian symbol matrix whose char- 
acteristic values are uniformly bounded away from zero. Then thcri> 
exists an operator s(t) contained in d such ihat W(t) has a two sided 
inverse with a bound independent of t and h(9) ‘- H. Further, 9(t) 
is uniformly differentiable and <g(t), V(t) are bounded operators with 
bounds independent of t. 
PROOF. First we conside] 
G(t, x, x) = e- b-G) i(1 - t, . +J(t, x, z) + i( 1 -- -c)l] O<T<l. 
Since H(t, X, z) is a symbol matrix, in particular, it is bounded. Therefore, 
G(t, x, z, T) is a uniformly continuous function of t for all (t, X, z) and 
the Same is true for the first 2% derivatives of G with respect to coordinates 
of z. For each fixed z, it is clear that G(t, x, z, t) is a symbol matrix. 
Because the eigenvalues of H, the Ai, are real and bounded away from 
zero, it follows that the characteristic values of G, which are e-(z/2)i(1 Pr) . 
rzap, x, 2) $- i(1 -- T) ,) are uniformly bounded away from zero so that 
~det G(t, X, x, t) j > ~-5 > 0. 
Kow we have 
because G -‘(t, X, z, 0) = I and G(t, x, z, 1) = H(t, x, z). G-l is well 
defined since /det G(t, x, z, t) I > 6 > 0, G -1 is a symbol matrix for each 
fixed T and is uniformly bounded, together with its first 2k derivatives 
with respect to coordinates of z. We now wish to show that for n suffi- 
ciently large for each I in (63), there corresponds to 
a singular integral operator matrix ~!?~(t) in A! such that o(gj(t)) = G, 
and such that ??Jt) has a two sided inverse. From (18) it is sufficient 
to show that as TZ + CC Gl(k, x, z) approaches the identity uniformly 
for all (t, X, z) and that the first 2R derivatives of GE(t, x, z) with respect 
to coordinates of z approach zero uniformly for all (f, x, z). 
G&, x, z) = .I + G-l 
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Since G-l(z) is uniformly bounded and since G(t) is uniformly continuous, 
as ~b + m the expression on the right in (64) approaches zero uniformly 
which implies that the expression on the left approaches the identity 
uniformly. The first 2k derivatives of G,(t, X, x) with respect to coordinates 
of z leave G-l(t) uniformly bounded and G(t) uniformly continuous so 
that it follows easily from (64) that these first 2K derivatives of G,(t, X, Z) 
approach zero uniformly as +z --f 00. Sow as stated above from (18) we 
can conclude that for I$ sufficiently large I(9?,(t, x, x) - III < 8 and that, 
therefore, gJ(t) as defined above, has a two sided bounded inverse. Thus 
by choosing $2 sufficiently large and defining 
9(t) = q(t). . . TY&) 
we have constructed an operator matrix in A with a two sided inverse 
such that r-t($(t)) = H(t, X, z). 
That 2?(t) is uniformly differentiable and that Y(t) and Y(t) have 
bounds independent of t follow from (18) and the remark at the beginning 
of Section III. 9,-l(t) is bounded and has a bound independent of t as 
can easily be seen from the power series expansion of ~%~-‘(t) in terms 
of s,(t). The same statement follows immediately for Y-‘(t) and this 
completes the proofs of the lemmas. 
Now the symbol matrix 0(2?(t)) satisfies the condition of Lemma 3 
because of the uniform distinctness assumption on the characteristics 
of L;. Hence, there exists a positive hermitian symbol matrix R such 
that 
RcQq = NR 
with N a normal symbol matrix. /det RI is bounded away from zero and 
since R is a symbol matrix its entries are all bounded. Hence, the eigen- 
values of R are uniformly bounded away from zero. By Lemma 4, there 
exists an operator 2%‘(t) in J? such that 9(t) has a bounded two sided 
inverse with bound independent of t and such that tt(.%!) =I R. We have, 
as before because of the boundedness of R. 
Noting that by Lemma 4, 9 is uniformly differentiable with a bounded 
derivative and that W-r is uniformly bounded, we can proceed as in (53) 
with JV replaced by 9. The argument is completely analogous until 
we reach (54) except that the diagonal symbol matrix D is now replaced 
by the normal symbol matrix N, and the singular integral operator 
matrix M such that o(J) = N now replaces D. 
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Since N is normal it can be written as 
with H, and H, hermitian symbol matrices which commute with each 
other. Defining singular integral operator matrices Zr and .X2 by 
(T(ZJ = H,, ~(2~) = H,, we now have 
LTV = (e%l)’ + (se1 + iX2)iA(L%%) + E’ + F” = 2, 2, + &“’ 
with E’, E”, E”’ defined as before. Let the vector ze! denote Z%$V so that 
2q v = w’ + (2q + i+s,)iAw. 
The characteristic values of H, and Ii, are, respectively, the real and 
imaginary parts of the characteristic values of N, which in turn are the 
characteristic values of o(X). Since the characteristic polynomial of 
- ~(2) coincides on 1x1 = 1 with the characteristic form of L, this 
implies by our assumption that the characteristic values of o(Z) are 
uniformly bounded away from each other on a < t < b. Further since 
the entries of a(X) are real, the complex characteristic values occur in 
conjugate pairs. By the assumption that L is elliptic there are no real 
characteristic values. Thus the imaginary parts of the characteristic 
values, that is the characteristic values of H,, are uniformly bounded 
away from zero. Let B = - Pz, 22 = M,; then 2Yr v becomes 
2YI v = w’ + (9 + G?)fiw (65) 
with 9 and 2 singular integral operator matrices and o(P) = - H,, 
~(2) = H,. By Lemma 4, then, it follows that there exists an operator 
matrix PI in k with a two sided inverse such that Iz(sl,) = o(P) = - 22,. 
It is now readily verified with the use of properties (18) and (19), that, 
since H, and H, are hermitian and commute with each other, the proof 
used for lemma 1 applies equally well to the matrix operator in (65), 
with u in Lemma 1 replaced by the vector II. Also Lemma 2 follows 
similarly. Thus we have 
with c(l, n) independent of t and of zr. The argument now continues from 
(55) to (57) just as in the case of a single equation. We note that there 
are now no exceptional cases. Thus we have proved 
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THEOREM 8. Let L be an elliptic linear partial differential matrix 
operator of order m, which acts on vector functions u in k + 1 independent 
variables, of the form (58). Let the matrices a&, X) be real and in c,, ,8 > 1, 
for a < t < b, and let the matrices b,(t, x) be measurable and bounded. 
Assume that the characteristics of L are uniformly distinct on the infinite 
strip a < t < b. Then 
for all vector functions u E C” with compact support contained in 
a<t<b. 
We note that, given an operator in the form (58), the ellipticity 
assumption was used only to prove that corresponding to ~(9’) in (65) 
there was an operator matrix YI in A’ with a bounded two sided inverse. 
For this purpose it was necessary that the eigenvalues of H, be bounded 
away from zero which required that there be no real characteristics. If 
it were possible to separate the purely real and purely nonreal char- 
acteristic values of ~(2) into two blocks along the main diagonal with 
all other entries zero, by using a similarity symbol matrix which cor- 
respond to an invertible operator matrix in A, then the ellipticity 
condition could be dispensed with. For then, each block could be treated 
separately and in the block with the purely real characteristic values, the 
analogue of ~(9) would vanish identically. The argument used in the 
second case of lemma 1 would then apply. We have, however, thus far 
been unable to construct such a similarity matrix. 
Finally, we have 
THEOREM 9. Let L be as in Theorem 8. Then 
for all vector functions 24 E C” with compact support contained in 
a < 2 < b. Let P be a linear partial differential operator such that P*, 
the algebraic adjoint of P, satisfies the conditions for L in theorem 8, 
and let f be any vector function in L2 on a < t < b. Then the equation 
Pu = f always has a weak solution u in T,2 on the infinite strip a < t < 6. 
PROOF. The first statement follows exactly as in theorem 7. The 
second statement follows once again from the arguments in [l] used 
to prove lemma I .7 there, if the appropriate changes necessary to apply 
to vector functions are made. 
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